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Abstract—In this paper a highly robust and efficient systematic-random linear network coding (S-RLNC) routing scheme is proposed. Unlike classic security systems, the proposed S-RLNC transmission model incorporates an advanced pre-coding and interleaving concept followed by multi-generation mixing (MGM) based data transmission to assure secure and QoS efficient communication. The proposed S-RLNC MGM based routing scheme exhibits higher throughput (99.5-100%) than the existing NCC-ARQ-WSN protocol (80%). Unlike NCC-ARQ-WSN, the proposed model incorporates multiple enhancements, such as RLNC concept, systematic network coding, MGM concept, IBF provision and redundant packet optimization. Combined, all these optimizations have strengthened the proposed S-RLNC MGM to exhibit optimum performance for secure and QoS-centric communication over WSNs.
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1. Introduction

Recently, a novel approach, known as network coding (NC), has been proposed as a potential candidate for secure and reliable data transmission over wireless networks [1]. The NC algorithm has played a vital role in secure communication, even for MAC optimization in LTE systems. Its efficacy, combined with minimum computational overheads, had remained unexplored. NC algorithms are generally categorized into two types: systematic and non-systematic. A systematic NC algorithm exhibits partial encoding with a low rate of redundant data packet transmission. This characteristic makes it more efficient for low energy wireless communication environments. Classic practical network coding (PNC) is a linear systematic network coding algorithm that uses a fixed size of the bit sequence for secure node transmission of a single generation.

Contrary to the classic PNC, in this paper we introduce a novel Systematic-RLNC (S-RLNC) based secure, reliable and robust routing scheme for energy-efficient WSNs. Additionally, the proposed model intends to ensure higher throughput, minimum packet loss under dynamic network (link or loss) conditions to assist QoS delivery. The proposed Systematic-RLNC model exploits the key features of advanced pre-coding, compression, iterative buffer flush, multicast transmission over WSNs to ensure reliable data delivery. Unlike classic approaches, the proposed method intends to avoid processes such as data packet segmentation, encapsulation and projects input data packets (application layer) onto S-RLNC that splits it into different data chunks (samples) to be subjected to further processing with NC before transmission. In general, to perform QoS-centric (i.e. fast data transmission) communication, WSN MAC (IEEE 802.15.4) requires large size packets. Hence, the model takes all data samples and concatenates them to come up with a single packet unit which is further processed with the NC algorithm. Unlike classic PNC-based NC processing, the proposed S-RLNC solution does not encode complete data packets, but rather executes encoding over relatively smaller sizes, which significantly reduces computational overheads and reduces delay, as well as computational cost.

The article has been divided into five sections. Section 2 discusses previous research works focused on security- and energy efficiency-related algorithms. Section 3 contains details about the proposed enhanced S-RLNC assisted WSN transmission protocol. The S-RLNC MGM based WSN network with the butterfly network topology is also described in detail. Section 4 discusses the simulation results depicting packet loss, throughput, delay and energy efficiency for the proposed method. Its supremacy is underlined by comparing the proposed method with its existing counterparts. Section 5 concludes the paper.

2. Literature Review

Improvement in the efficacy of WSN functions has been improvised by employing routing methods that rely on the optimization of QoS factors, which, in turn, leads to increased power efficiency [2]. Enhanced performance of routing protocols is achieved through the optimization of QoS factors with the assistance of traffic sensitive queue management. The routing protocol was analyzed based on such QoS factors as throughput, jitter, packet delivery ratio, delay and energy consumption. Similar QoS-based routing
protocols have also been introduced to enhance overall performance of the network.

A framework capable of incorporating QoS with dissimilar security levels in WSNs and a model based on a PID controller was proposed in [4] to dynamically select the security level adapted to QoS and energy utilization levels. Steadiness factors affecting the security level and QoS are considered by employing the principle of a PID based on the past difference, the present scheme state (current) and expected scheme variation (future).

In [5], the authors concentrated on the effect of usual network attacks, on limiting energy and on the impact that poor deployment conditions of WSNs has on data transmission. They proposed a trust sensing-based secure routing mechanism (TSSRM) with lightweight features and a capability to restrict the usual attacks. The security route selection algorithm was also optimized by considering trust degree and QoS metrics.

The optimized node selection process (ONSP) method was introduced by [6] for robust multipath QoS routing for Wireless Multimedia Sensor Networks (WMSNs). This method was based on determining the optimized node that assists in resilient route discovery for enhancing QoS factors. It also extended the network’s lifetime by introducing a load balancing algorithm that identifies optimized and braided pathways. These methods avoided obstructions, enhanced throughput, end-to-end delay, on-time packet delivery and extended network life span.

A secure QoS routing algorithm based on ant colony optimization (ACO) was addressed in [7], with efficient credit valuation techniques to attain better security performance. Creditworthiness of nodes was introduced as the control factor in this technique. This technique at first initializes the nodes that are not meeting QoS requirements. The set of candidate nodes is optimized. After that, the best route is found via the enhanced ACO algorithm. The technique chooses the node with a high creditworthiness level as the next hop, and is therefore able to evade a few attacks, ensuring that the optimal route offers superior dependability. Lastly, the security level of the algorithm was analyzed based on diverse network attacks.

In [8], the authors proposed a technique for employing a hybrid secure routing protocol which shows high-level scalability, security and cluster formation characteristics. The outcomes of this technique are contrasted with the LEACH protocol that helped enhance network life span. The dynamic trust management protocol in an information centric network and a delay tolerant network (DTN) was introduced in [9] for secure routing optimization. The proposed scheme was designed to recognize the malevolent node and the selfish node based on examining node energy and buffer levels, by employing the multi-hop forwarding algorithm. In the proposed scheme, the authors launched an information centric network (ICN) for validating the history of the node by computing its payoff. This approach offers a good security level and is less time consuming. Similarly, a trust-based QoS protocol (TBQP) was developed in [10] by employing the metaheuristic genetic algorithm (GA) for optimizing and securing MANET. GA maintained QoS by choosing the fittest, i.e. the shortest route, thus delivering enhanced performance. Intelligent optimization methods or metaheuristic algorithms, such as GA, NN and those based on artificial intelligence (AI), the PSO method and simulated annealing (SA) address the QoS problems referred to above well. Ad-hoc networks suffer from the primary disadvantage concerning limiting the number of attacks against data, having the form of unauthorized data alteration and imitation caused by malicious nodes in the network.

A position based secure routing protocol (PBSRP) was presented in [11]. It is a hybrid of most forward within radius (MFR) and border node based most forward within radius (B-MFR) routing protocols. A security module was appended to this protocol by employing the station-to-station key agreement protocol in order to provide protection against different attacks. The process comprised three stages: initialization, optimum node choice and secure data delivery.

In [12], the authors proposed the energy aware routing algorithm based on clustering methods. Network leveling methods were incorporated to enhance the efficacy of clustering based on the HEED algorithm. They contrasted their proposed algorithm with basal metabolic rate (BMR) and concluded that the network life span was considerably improved and stopped the division of the network based on energy utilization equilibrium created in the network. The author of [13] employed event-based clustering algorithms to transmit data over a dissimilar geographical area, presuming that the sensor node equally shared the coordinates of the base station for identification of the nodes. Data collection and aggregation at the base station was a significant and critical task.

Paper [14] proposed a method for attaining secure MANET QoS routing in terms of QoS considerations. A novel method was presented for the ad-hoc on-demand multipath distance vector routing protocol (AOMDV) that tackled the problems of QoS, dependability and security by reducing data redundancy. Additionally, coding methods and diffusion of the original data over manifold paths have also been investigated.

Pathways from the source node to the base station in WSN algorithms have been deployed to ensure optimum energy savings [15]. Optimality is described in a constrained sense, wherein a route with a low energy requirement is used to exploit the lifetime of WSNs under dependability constraints, which means that every packet should arrive at the base station (BS) with a defined probability level. Energy efficiency was attained by choosing nodes for the multi-hop network based on the equally shared energy condition, over the entire network, after the packet arrived at the BS. To improve route dependability and robustness in multi-hop cognitive networks, context-awareness was considered in [16]. It allowed secondary consumers to choose the route in accordance with their QoS requirements. The
protocol eases the process of neighboring relay selection under dissimilar criteria, such as, for instance, direct accessible paths, route dependability and relay repute. Novel routing as well as security-based metrics were described to gauge route robustness in spatial, frequency and temporal domains. The resources were acquired by mutually optimizing secure throughput and trading price. An end-to-end secure communication protocol based on the differentiated key pre-distribution methodology was designed in [17]. The core idea was to share dissimilar numbers of keys with dissimilar sensors to improve the buoyancy of definite connections. This characteristic was influenced during routing, where nodes were routed by higher buoyancy connections. By performing a scrupulous hypothetical study, an equation was obtained for establishing the quality of end-to-end secure communications. The equation is used to determine optimized protocol factors. A widespread performance estimation has demonstrated that the solutions are capable of offering highly secure communication between sensor and sink nodes, in arbitrarily deployed WSNs. Paper [18] examined security threats and challenges faced by WSNs and obstructions concerning sensor security. Numerous attacks were categorized. The authors of [19] proposed a compressive security framework that provided security services for the sensor network. In addition, they appended an additional element, i.e. an intelligent security agent (ISA) to evaluate the level of security and cross layer communications. This framework is composed of such elements as an intrusion detection system, a trust framework, a key management scheme and a Layer 2 communication protocol. The security issues affecting WSNs, their resource-restricted design, deployment features and security-related requirements that need to be met in order to design a secure WSN have been analyzed in [20]. The paper recognized attacks on different layers of WSNs and discussed a few countermeasures preventing those attacks. Key management, link layer and routing security were discussed as well, along with a few defensive measures applicable to WSNs.

3. The Proposed Scheme

Considering the significance of a QoS-centric and secure routing protocol for WSNs, an enhanced NC model known as systematic-random linear network coding (S-RLNC) algorithm-based transmission routing scheme is developed. Unlike in classic routing approaches, the proposed S-RLNC model intends to achieve higher throughput, minimum data drop probability, high reliability, minimum computational or signaling overheads and secure transmission, along with optimal resource (bandwidth) utilization. In terms of overall network performance and the security of transmission, the proposed S-RLNC based WSN routing protocol relies on pre-coding and interleaving-based transmission with multi-generation mixing (MGM). MGM is characterized by minimized utilization of redundant packets, which enables WSNs to offer high data transmission rates, minimum signaling overheads and good bandwidth utilization. The proposed system employs a single redundant packet (for the mixture of multiple generations) to enable complete data retrieval at the receiver that strengthens bandwidth efficiency. Furthermore, to support resource optimization, the iterative buffer flush (IBF) model is applied that significantly reduces bandwidth utilization for WSN data transmissions. Thus, the overall proposed transmission routing protocol ensures good data reliability, security and QoS assurance during transmissions over WSNs.

3.1. Pre-Coding and Interleaving

The use of RLNC augments data security across the network, which is further improved by the systematic model of transmission [21]. The S-RLNC algorithm applies RLNC to certain groups of the data packets, known as generations. Unlike classic RSA and AES types of cryptosystems, S-RLNC performs network coding over a stream of data, where new data chunks are formed based on a linear mathematical operation. In S-RLNC, the input data to be communicated over the sensor network are processed for network coding. In network coding, the input data are XOR-ed with a set of standard data, referred to as the coefficient matrix, obtained from the Galois field (GF). This ensures good security of data across the network, as only a defined receiver may retrieve the transmitted data. Unlike in classic PNC or NC-based approaches, S-RLNC augments the overall efficiency of multicast data transmission to ensure a secure and reliable real time data (RTD) transmission, particularly in those applications where data drop probability, security breaches, latency, etc. adversely affect QoS delivery. The proposed S-RLNC MGM algorithm ensures a minimum number of network-coded redundant packets (finite elliptic curve – FEC), which ensures a secure and delay-resilient RTD transmission over the WSN. The proposed redundant network coded packets offer an FEC that is better than that of the traditional repeat request (RREQ)-based mechanism relied upon to deal with packet losses [21].
A brief summary of the proposed pre-coding and interleaving assisted S-RLNC algorithm is presented below.

To ensure good data security, the proposed S-RLNC algorithm uses a novel S-RLNC-assisted multicast transmission technique for QoS-centric and secure data transmission over WSNs. A snippet of the proposed S-RLNC model is depicted in Fig. 1. It shows three sequential steps of S-RLNC implementation:

- packet encoding at source node,
- packet decoding, appending and transmission at the intermediate node,
- packet decoding at sink node of a WSNs.

3.1.1. Packet Encoding at Source Node

In the proposed pre-coding scheme, the source (data) packets are combined linearly to generate a set of linear packets. Let \( |X_m|_{n \times s} \) \((m = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\), where \(m \geq n\) represents \(n \times m\) data packets transmitted from a sensor node where an individual packet is a \(1 \times s\) matrix comprising symbols from a GF of size \(2^F\), where \(F\) signifies the order of GF. Pre-coding generates an \(m \times m\) matrix consisting of linear combinations \(|Y_m|_{m \times s} \) \((m = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) which is obtained by:

\[
[Y_m]_{m \times s} = w_{m \times n}[X_m]_{n \times s}.
\]

In Eq. (1), the variable \(w\) signifies the \(m \times n\) part of the combination matrix (CM). In our model, to further augment the efficacy of the S-RLNC algorithm, and specifically to strengthen robustness against packet loss or security breaches, the pre-coded packet combinations have been processed for interleaving with each other. Finally, this generates \(|\hat{Y}_\delta|_{m \times p} \) \((\delta = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) such that:

\[
[Y_\delta]_{m \times s} = \gamma(|Y_m|_{m \times s}).
\]

where \(\gamma\) is retrieved using:

\[
\hat{Y}_\delta(M, w) = Y_m(\delta, w).
\]

In Eq. (3), \(w(1 \leq w \leq s)\) states the location (symbol position) of a symbol in the packet.

In the proposed model, the S-RLNC algorithm is applied to the obtained matrix \(\hat{Y}_\delta|_{m \times p} \) \((J = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) which enables generating \(|Z_\delta|_{1 \times s} \) \((\delta = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) with \(1 \geq m\). The generations are obtained by \(|Z_\delta|_{1 \times s} \) \((\delta = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\), where each component of \(Z_\delta\) signifies a symbol pertaining to GF of \(2^F\). In this approach, the result is obtained based on linear packet combinations \(|Z_\delta|_{1 \times s} \) \((\delta = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\). It can be obtained by:

\[
|Z_\delta|_{1 \times s} = [C_\delta]_{1 \times m} \times [\hat{Y}_\delta]_{m \times s}.
\]

In Eq. (4), the \(m \times 1\) generated packet combinations with \(Z_1, \ldots, Z_m\) are obtained and indexed in the same interleaved group. In this process, each set of linear packet combinations \([C_\delta]_{1 \times m}|Z_\delta|_{1 \times s}\) is obtained as an outcome of a single generation. In classic NC or PNC approaches, the transmission takes place per generation, for which an individual redundant data set is required. These conventional approaches impose significantly higher bandwidth, energy consumption and signaling overheads. Therefore, to alleviate the issue of iterative redundant data transmission per generation, in this paper we have applied MGM transmission, which requires only one set of redundant packets for the data transmission of data and for successful retrieval of multiple generations.

In the S-RLNC algorithm, CM is known to all the nodes connected to the sensor network in a Multicast Group (MG), which helps retrieve or decode data at the receiver. Since CM encompasses non-zero elements, it is generated in such a manner that the overall rank of the \(m \times m\) part of the CM matrix is \(m\). This assures that each packet is combined linearly in each generation. It augments the probability of a packet combination, which is significant for all connected sensor nodes that may suffer from a loss condition due to changes in topology or network state.

3.1.2. Intermediate Nodes

Being a distributed and decentralized network, WSN comprises multiple nodes communicating in a multi-hop manner. In transmissions over WSNs, data may be subjected to multi-hop transmissions, creating vulnerability to being attacked at the neighboring node. Data may also be subjected to an attack, such as a reply attack at the neighbor node. However, QoS could be adversely affected due to unauthorized decoding of data at the intermediate node. Considering the above as a motivation, S-RPLNC introduces a novel secure processing feature that avoids unauthorized data retrieval at the intermediate node. In S-RLNC based data transmission, once the network-coded (sensor) data (referred to here as a coefficient matrix) is received from the sensor node, the intermediate node decodes the data first, and then remaining data is forwarded to the next hop. If the data is coming from the same source, it just appends or concatenates the new data and forwards it to the next hop. In other words, if the data arrives in the form of multiple packet combinations from the same packet generation, the intermediate node appends or adds packet elements of the combinations over the applied finite GF. The data packets pertaining to the same generation have the same rank and the interleaved group. Hence, S-RLNC appends, at the intermediate node, the rank and the interleaved group to the output packet combinations, before transmission. Thus, processing the data at the intermediate node is forwarded to the next hop.

3.1.3. Packet Decoding

Let the packet received at the sink node be \([\hat{C}_\delta]_{\eta_\delta \times x}\) with \(\eta_\delta\) signifying the total number of linear packet combinations belonging to the \(\delta\)-th S-RLNC generation. Now,
consider \([C_j]_{n \times m} \ (J = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) as CM and \([Z_j]_{n \times m} \ (J = 1, 2, \ldots, m)\) as the linear combination matrix received at the sink node. From the retrieved data combinations, the sink node selects \(m\) linearly independent combinations from each generation. The linear combinations selected are obtained by:

\[
[[\hat{C}_\delta]_{m \times n \times m}] = \kappa \left( [[C_\delta]_{n \times m} [Z_\delta]_{n \times s}] \right). \tag{5}
\]

In Eq. (5), parameter \(\kappa\) is used to select \(m\) linearly independent combinations from the \(\delta\)-th generation, when \(n_\delta \geq m\). This is done only when the sink has received \(m\) combinations from \(n_\delta\) linear packet combinations. It is then followed by the selection of packet combinations and coefficients from \(\delta\)-th generation to obtain the interleaved generation using:

\[
[\hat{Y}_\delta]_{m \times s} = [\hat{C}_\delta]_{m \times n}^{-1} [Z_\delta]_{m \times s}. \tag{6}
\]

In the proposed transmission model, \(m\) interleaved generations belonging to an interleaved group are at first ordered in sequence of the rank value. This sequence is then processed for de-interleaving (Fig. 1) to generate pre-coded symbols (in that generation). It is represented by:

\[
[\hat{Y}_M]_{m \times s} = [\hat{Y}_\delta]_{m \times s}. \tag{7}
\]

The \(\hat{Y}\) is obtained from:

\[
[\hat{Y}_M] = (\delta, w) = \hat{Y}_\delta(M, w). \tag{8}
\]

To augment computational efficacy, in the proposed S-RLNC model, the \(n\) packet combinations from each \(m\) group of de-interleaved combinations belonging to a pre-coded generation are considered along with their respective coefficient information. Consider that the selected coefficients and combinations be \([o_{mn}]_{n \times n}[\hat{Y}_M]_{m \times s}\), then the original packets are decoded by:

\[
[X]_{m \times s} = [o_{mn}]_{n \times n}^{-1} [\hat{Y}_M]_{m \times s}. \tag{9}
\]

### 3.2. MGM Assisted S-RLNC

To ensure a QoS-centric and secure routing protocol for WSNs, S-RLNC employs MGM in which multiple generations are gathered and converted into groups. The data belonging to the group are processed for mixing into different groups [22]. To perform a multicast transmission, S-RLNC MGM considers \(z\) generation transmissions simultaneously. The overall functional schematic of the S-RLNC MGM model is depicted in Fig. 2. As already stated, in the proposed model, for each generation we have assigned a position index which is appended in CM before the transmission. Considering \(l\) as the initial generation and \(z\) as the final generation, the position index \(d\) exists between 1 and \(z\) (1 \(\leq d \leq z\)).

In practice, the source sensor node, at first, performs linear combination of the initial \(d, n\) number of sensed packets to form \(d, m\) linear combinations. To enable secure and efficient data delivery over WSNs to the sink under the likelihood of data losses, \(z(m – n)\) additional packets are transmitted as redundant packets. Let \([X]_{n \times s}\) be the \(N\) sensed data belonging to the \(d\)-th generation in CM, in which each source packet signifies a \(1 \times s\) matrix of symbols retrieved from the finite field \(\mathbb{F}^F\), \(F = 4, 9, 16, \ldots\), where \(F\) states the order of the GF. In the proposed routing model, at the source node, \(A[C]_{n \times n}\) matrix with rank \(d, n\) is retrieved through a variable belonging to the same GF \(\mathbb{F}^F\). The total number of output packets generated from \(d\)-th CM is estimated by:

\[
[Y]_{m \times s} = [C]_{m \times n} \cdot [X]_{n \times s}. \tag{10}
\]

In an MGM-based transmission, the estimated \(m\) combinations pertaining to \(d, z\) S-RLNC generations are transmitted from the source sensor node. Once data is received at sink node, it decodes the \(d, n\) S-RLNC-MGM packets, where the rank of the CM obtained from the initial generations remains the same as \(d, n\).

Let \(d, n\) distinctive data packets be \([\hat{C}]_{d(n) \times (d, n)}[\hat{Y}]_{d(n) \times s}\) with \([\hat{C}]_{d(n) \times (d, n)}\) as the coefficients used for generating \([\hat{Y}]_{d(n) \times s}\) packets. The data packets are decoded at the sink node using:

\[
[X]_{d \times s} = [\hat{C}]_{d(n) \times (d, n)}^{-1} [\hat{Y}]_{d \times s}. \tag{11}
\]

WSNs often experience network condition changes and, hence, become vulnerable to packet loss. Under such circumstances, the S-RLNC-MGM model transmits only \(m – n\) redundant packets from \(d\) generations, which helps decode a complete set of data at the sink node. Therefore, unlike classic \(z(m – n)\) packets, S-RLNC MGM requires merely \(m – n\) redundant packets to decode all data successfully. This significantly reduces energy consumption, bandwidth utilization and signaling overheads. Once the data has been successfully retrieved at the receiver, S-RLNC MGM flushes the buffers to accommodate remaining data, which makes the proposed routing protocol bandwidth efficient. Additionally, it improves reliability of RTD transmission.

In practice, WSNs are often subjected to attacks, with eavesdroppers trying to manipulate data before it reached.
its destination. Additionally, due to changes in the network state, the probability of data loss increases. Recent events prove that the eavesdroppers identify data or type of content in order to attack the transmission system, eventually leading to huge data losses and QoS violations. Under such circumstances, in order to ensure secure data transmission, the proposed S-RLNC MGM routing model relies on a network- and content-aware transmission scheduling scheme. In the proposed network- and content-aware transmission scheduling model, redundant packets are distributed in a manner that enables complete data decoding while maintaining minimum redundant packet demands. Considering the loss probability under attack conditions, in order to further enhance the proposed routing protocol, the S-RLNC MGM algorithm applies an enhanced redundant packet allocation strategy to ensure maximum or complete data decoding at the receiver.

In the proposed routing protocol, the source node retrieves event or sensed data from the application layer of an IEEE standard 802.15.4 protocol stack and prepares coded packets for further transmission. This is done in sets of \(\sum_{d=1}^{\tilde{z}} n_d\) network coded packets with \(\tilde{z}\) generations, where \(n_d\) represents total source packets pertaining to \(d\)-th generation. This model, each source packet contains coefficients from finite field \(2^F\). As already discussed in previous sections, the sensed packets (also known as source packets) are combined linearly using the variables chosen from a similar GF, to generate \(\sum_{d=1}^{\tilde{z}} m_d\) S-RLNC packets pertaining to the multiple generations \(g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_{\tilde{z}}\), where \(m_d\) states the total number of coded packets from \(g_d\) generation. Here, \(m_d\) packets are obtained from the \(g_d\)-th generation by linearly combining initial \(\sum_{d=1}^{\tilde{z}} n_v\) source packets. In this manner, the probability of decoding for the coded packets \(m_d\) generated for the \(g_d\) generation can be obtained. Let the likelihood of S-RLNC MGM coded packet reaching the sink be:

\[
\alpha_{avg} = \frac{\sum_{v=1}^{\tilde{z}} \alpha_v}{\tilde{z}}.
\]  

(12)

Under any loss conditions, the data from \(g_d\) and previous generations \(g_1, \ldots, g_{d-1}\) may be decoded only when \(\sum_{v=d}^{\tilde{z}} n_v\) linearly dependent packet combinations reaches to the sink from all \(g_1, \ldots, g_{d}\) generations. This overall mechanism assists the sink node in decoding data from each generation \(g_1, \ldots, g_{\tilde{z}}\) if \(g_d\) (where \(0 \leq d \leq \tilde{z}\)), is decoded successfully and \(\sum_{v=d+1}^{\tilde{z}} n_v\) linearly independent coded packets are received from \(g_{d+1}, \ldots, g_{\tilde{z}}\) generations. Let the likelihood of decoding packets from \(g_d\) be \(\varsigma_d\). Then, it is assumed that a sufficiently large finite field size (GF) is considered for CM generation. Under such circumstances, with \(d = 1\), \(\varsigma_1\) becomes equal to the likelihood of receiving minimal \(n_1\) coded packets out of the transmitted \(m_1\) coded packets from generation \(g_1\):

\[
P_{dec}(n,m,\alpha_{avg}) = \sum_{m=1}^{m} \binom{m}{v} \alpha_{avg}^{m-v} (1-\alpha_{avg})^{m-v},
\]  

(13)

\[
\varsigma_1 = P(n_1,m_1,\alpha_{avg}).
\]  

(14)

Similarly, \(\varsigma_d\) is equal to the probability of retrieving the minimum of \(n_d\) packets from \(g_d\) generation, provided \(g_1\) is decoded completely. Furthermore, \(g_1\) and \(g_2\) are decoded under the condition that the sum of \(N - 1 + n_2\) packet combinations is retrieved from their corresponding generations. Finally, \(\varsigma_{d+1}\) is obtained as:

\[
\varsigma_d = \varsigma_{d-1} P(n_d,m_d,\alpha_{avg}) + (1-\varsigma_{d-1}) P\left(\sum_{v=1}^{d-1} n_v, \sum_{v=1}^{d} m_v, \alpha_{avg}\right).
\]  

(15)

Now, \(\varsigma_d\) is transformed into a more generalized form:

\[
\varsigma_d = \begin{cases} 
P(n_1,m_1,\alpha_{avg}) & : d = 1 \\
\varsigma_{d-1} P(n_d,m_d,\alpha_{avg}) + \sum_{w=d-1}^{d-1} \prod_{w=d-w}^{1} P\left(\sum_{v=1}^{w} n_v, \sum_{v=1}^{d-w} m_v, \alpha_{avg}\right) & : d > 1,
\end{cases}
\]  

(16)

where \(\varsigma_0 = 1\).

\(g_d\) could be decoded only when \(\sum_{d=1}^{\tilde{z}} n_v\) linearly independent packets are obtained from \(g_{d+1}, \ldots, g_{\tilde{z}}\) generations, where \(d \leq d \leq \tilde{z}\), the decoding probability for \(g_d\) be \(\rho_d\), then with \(d = z\) and:

\[
\rho_d = \varsigma_d.
\]  

(17)

Meanwhile, for \(d = z - 1\), the decoding probability is:

\[
\rho_{z-1} = \varsigma_{z-1} + (1-\varsigma_{z-1})\varsigma_z.
\]  

(18)

When \(d = 1\), then expression is represented by:

\[
\rho_1 = \varsigma_1 + (1-\varsigma_1)\varsigma_2 + \ldots + (1-\varsigma_1)\ldots(1-\varsigma_{z-1})\varsigma_z.
\]  

(19)

By applying Eqs. (17)-(19), a generalized form for the packet decoding probability is derived and represented by:

\[
\rho_d = \begin{cases} 
\varsigma_d & : d = z \\
\varsigma_d + \sum_{w=d+1}^{\tilde{z}} \left[\varsigma_w \prod_{w=d-w}^{1} (1-\varsigma_w)\right] & : d < z
\end{cases}
\]  

(20)

The average decoding probability \(\bar{\rho}\) can be obtained by:

\[
\bar{\rho} = \frac{\sum_{d=1}^{\tilde{z}} \rho_d}{\tilde{z}}.
\]  

(21)

In the proposed model, \(m_1, m_2, \ldots, m_{\tilde{z}}\) uses the probability of decoding with Max(\(\bar{\rho}\)) such that:

\[
\tilde{z} \sum_{d=1}^{\tilde{z}} (m_d) = R,
\]  

(22)

where \(R\) refers to the addition of all packet combinations.
4. Results and Discussion

Based on the previous section, a 5-nodes model is designed using the S-RLNC MGM technique, which is discussed in this section. Considering transmission security, the proposed S-RLNC MGM model assures that only the recipient of the transmitted packet decodes the data using specified credentials and a specific position index (in combination matrix of the received combination set). Considering varying network loss patterns under dynamic WSNs, the Gilbert-Elliot model (GEM) has been applied in this paper, and overall performance has been assessed with varying loss probabilities.

In simulations, the loss pattern varied from 0.005 to 0.5. Under a loss probability (or condition), in order to increase data rate at the receiver end, an increase in the number of redundant packets is generally suggested. However, it functions at the cost of increased signaling overheads, energy consumption and bandwidth utilization. All these factors adversely affect QoS of WSNs. In order to alleviate such issues, this paper proposes a redundant packet allocation strategy. To assess its efficacy, we simulated a developed model with varying redundant packets and found that the proposed routing protocol shows an almost 100% packet decoding rate with only 2 redundant packets per S-RLNC MGM combination matrix transmission or combination set at the sink node. The results obtained are presented in Fig. 3.

Figure 3 shows the throughput performance of the proposed S-RLNC MGM model. The maximum throughput of the packet delivery rate is 99.95%, which is more than in the classic NC-based WSN routing protocol [23]. The efficacy of the proposed routing model under varying load conditions (packet generation size which signifies the number of packets transmitted per generation) is assessed. In Figs. 4–9, x axis shows the number of packets generated per generation. Since an increase in the number of packets per generation might affect the efficiency at the receiver, we have varied the generation size to examine performance. Additionally, a higher generation size ensures a high data transmission rate. With this motivation in mind, performance of the proposed S-RLNC MGM model is examined with different packet sizes. Figure 4 shows throughput with

![Fig. 3. S-RLNC MGM based WSN network with a butterfly network topology.](image-url)

![Fig. 4. Throughput of the S-RLNC MGM model with GF = 8.](image-url)

![Fig. 5. Throughput of the S-RLNC MGM model with GF = 16.](image-url)
GF = 8 to generate initial CM, while the throughput with GF = 16 is shown in Fig. 5. Based on the results, one may conclude that the proposed routing model shows a similar finite field size. Therefore, for real-time applications, the protocol could rely on GF = 8, as this would significantly reduce computational overheads and latency.

Fig. 6. Throughput performance with GF = 8 and 16.

Figures 7 and 8 show packet loss ratio or drop rate at the receiver or sink under different packet generation size and GF conditions. The proposed routing model exhibits the minimum packet loss at the generation size of 10 with GF = 8. This means a packet loss of nearly 1.5% packet loss, while the maximum loss occurs at 15 packets per generation (6.5%). Noticeably, the loss rate is obtained as an average of the losses observed at nodes 5–6. To the contrary, S-RLNC MGM with GF = 16 exhibits the minimum packet loss at generation size of 10. Based on overall results, it may be estimated that the proposed routing model offers better performance with 10 packets per generation, as this enables the achievement of an optimum or maximum data decoding rate at the sink.

Next, we examined the performance of the proposed routing protocol with 1 and 2 redundant packets per combination set transmission (with all m generations). The results (Fig. 9) show that the proposed S-RLNC MGM based routing protocol may ensure an almost 100% successful data delivery rate, even at 2 redundant packets per generation.

Fig. 7. Packet loss ratio of the S-RLNC MGM model with GF = 8.

Fig. 8. Packet loss ratio of the S-RLNC MGM model with GF = 16.

Fig. 9. Throughput of the S-RLNC MGM model with redundant packets 1 and 2 over varying generation size (GF = 8).

Fig. 10. Comparative performance of the proposed S-RLNC MGM model and existing protocols.

In order to compare performance (Fig. 10) with that of the exiting approaches, we have compared the performance of S-RLNC MGM with the network coding-based cooperative automatic repeat request MAC protocol for WSN (NCC-ARQ-WSN) routing scheme [23]. NCC-ARQ-WSN focuses on enabling IEEE 802.15.4 stations to establish request cooperation between neighboring nodes after receiving any erroneous data. Here, the motive was to inform neighboring nodes about receiving erroneous data. Addi-
tionally, NCC-ARQ-WSN applied NC over the data before relaying it to the neighboring node. NCC-ARQ-WSN applied the classic NC scheme that suffers from significantly higher computational overheads and signaling costs. In addition, the S-RLNC MGM routing model has exhibited better performance than AODVM and MDR [24].

5. Conclusions

In major, real-time communication schemes relying on WSNs, signaling overheads, retransmission and energy consumption are the key issues that need to be taken into consideration. The proposed routing model intended to deal with all these challenges by incorporating systematic network coding, random linear coding, MGM and IBF. One noticeable novelty of the proposed systematic RLNC is that it avoids encoding all source data, which eventually reduces computational cost and end-to-end delay. Furthermore, unlike classic ACK-based feedback systems, it ensures that the transmitted data reaches the sink node and, hence, guarantees more reliable transmission without imposing additional signaling costs. The use of the MGM scheme reduces the number of additional redundant packets fostering successful data retrieval at the receiver. This not only reduces computational cost and energy consumption, but also mitigates bandwidth utilization. All these novelties allow the proposed system to achieve better QoS and guarantee higher transmission security levels.
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